Joining Forces for Transportation Optimisation in the Pharmaceutical Supply Chain

DATE

March 2016
WED
16
14:00 - 18:00

March 2016
THU
17
09:00 - 17:00

VENUE

BLOOM HOTEL
Rue Royale 250, 1210 Brussels
CONFERENCE DAY I

14:00
OPENING & WELCOME ADDRESS
René Jenny
President, European Healthcare Distribution Association (GIRP)

14:15
TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED TRANSPORTATION - CHALLENGES AND BEST-PRACTICES
Moderation: Erik van Asselt
Cold Chain Improvement Manager, Vaccines, MSD Netherlands and Chairman of the Pharmaceutical Cold Chain Interest Group (PCCIG) - European Branch

Fabian de Paoli
Vaccine Distribution & Cold Chain, GSK Biologicals
End to end cold chain management

Henry Ames
General Manager Life Sciences, Sensitech
Monitoring and analysing temperature - what is essential - what is good to have?

Thomas de Bie
Sales and Marketing Manager, CAPPI
Cold chain and controlled room temperature - how stable are the totes?

Alexandre Poissonnet
Head of Regulations, Celesio Group Operations
How to analyse and manage the risk for temperature excursions in the transport of medicines?

Ása Brümmer
Quality Director, Tamro Sweden
Best practices on the wholesale level

16:00
COFFEE BREAK

16:30
SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMISATION – HOW CAN WE MAKE IT WORK? PANEL DISCUSSION WITH THE PREVIOUS SPEAKERS
Moderation: Rafik Bishara
Technical Advisor and Former Director, Quality knowledge Management and Technical Support, Eli Lilly and Company

End of Conference Day 1

18:00
Networking Reception and Dinner
CONFERENCE DAY II

09:00

CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS FOR FULL-LINE WHOLESALERS ON THE LAST MILE

Monika Derecque-Pois
Director General, European Healthcare Distribution Association (GIRP)

Lutz Schütte
Head of Logistics / Engineering / Innovation, PHOENIX Group
Challenges for wholesalers on the last mile

Roland Huemer
CEO, Richter Pharma AG
The Austrian Transportation Codex – A pragmatic approach to ensuring temperature-controlled transportation

Andreas Kraßnigg
Head of Pharma Department, Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES)
The value added of the Austrian Transportation Codex

10:00

COFFEE BREAK

10:30

THE NEW GDP GUIDELINES – WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE FIRST INSPECTION EXPERIENCES

Moderation: Rafik Bishara
Technical Advisor and Former Director, Quality knowledge Management and Technical Support, Eli Lilly and Company

Ethel Mertens
Head of Division Distribution, DG Inspection, Belgian Federal Agency for Medicines and Health Products
What can we learn from the first inspection experiences: Belgium

Riekert Bruinink
Senior GMP/GDP Inspector, Dutch Healthcare Inspectorate
What can we learn from the first inspection experiences: Netherlands

Belen Escribano
Deputy Director/Head of Pharmaceutical Inspections and Enforcement department, Spanish Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical Devices
What can we learn from the first inspection experiences: Spain

Pavel Brauner
Head of GDP Department, Czech State Institute for Drug Control (SÚKL)
What can we learn from the first inspection experiences: Czech Republic

Hille Kask
Leading Inspector, Agency for Medicines of the Republic of Estonia
What can we learn from the first inspection experiences: Estonia
HOW CAN GDP INSPECTIONS RUN SMOOTHLY?
PANEL DISCUSSION WITH THE PREVIOUS SPEAKERS

Moderation: Rafik Bishara
Technical Advisor and Former Director, Quality knowledge Management and Technical Support, Eli Lilly and Company

LUNCH

TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED TRANSPORTATION FROM INDUSTRY TO WHOLESALERS – WHAT TO EXPECT – WHAT TO REJECT?

Moderation: Rafik Bishara
Technical Advisor and Former Director, Quality knowledge Management and Technical Support, Eli Lilly and Company

Erik van Asselt
Cold Chain Improvement Manager, Vaccines, MSD Netherlands and Chairman of the Pharmaceutical Cold Chain Interest Group (PCCIG) - European Branch

Fabian de Paoli
Vaccine Distribution & Cold Chain, GSK Biologicals

COFFEE BREAK

WHOLESALERS’ SOUNDING BOARD – DISCUSSION WITH GIRP MEMBERS ON CHALLENGES AND BEST-PRACTICES

Moderation: Alexandre Poissonnet
Head of Regulations, Celesio Group Operations

CLOSING AND FAREWELL

We thank our conference partners for their valuable support: